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Risk Assessment

•Refrigerant leakage and ignition sources for servicing 
depend on the competency of the technician. 

•If a service person is properly trained on handling HCs 
refrigerants, the probability of him to generate 
flame/explosion, even if not eliminated, is greatly reduced.

Risk & Competency

Some studies calculate the maximum risk on the order of 10-7 whit servicing done by qualified technicians



General Precautions for Service Operations
Workplace

•Always conduct a risk assessment

•The work area must be free from sources of ignition

•Typically an area with a radius of 3m around the equipment being serviced, 
should have no source of ignition*

•Assure the presence of fire extinguisher equipment

*this safe zone also applies around a vacuum pump because it could discharge 
HC refrigerant to atmosphere



General Precautions for Service Operations
Workplace

•The work area must be monitored with an hydrocarbon detector, located at 
low level, because HCs are heavier than air.

• Good ventilation is essential to reduce the potentially flammable zone.  

The sensor should provide an 
audible and visual alarm if there 
is HC in the air, well before there 
is enough to form a flammable 
mix (approximately 2% of HC in 
air by volume)

For internal areas forced ventilation is required 
(e.g. by a ventilation fan)



General Precautions for Service Operations
Specification of tools, equipments and apparatus

•Wear an antistatic-electricity tag.

•Use only tools/apparatus certified for use in hazardous areas
(i.e. vacuum pump, electrical components and parts*, original spare parts)
* According to IEC  60079 - 0 & 15



General Precautions for Service Operations
Specification of tools, equipments and apparatus
•Use recovery machine specifically designed for HCs (it can also be used with HFCs)

Standard recovery machines for HFCs 
must not be used with HC refrigerants 
because of the inbuilt sources of ignition 
such as switches, high and low pressure 
switches and relays.

•The recovery cylinder should*:
- be specific for HC (pressure rating and the compatibility of valve seals, etc)
- carry proper marking 
(*) see always related national legislations for handling, storage and transportation 



Compressor Replacement
1.Refrigerant recovery

Check the amount (weight) of refrigerant you put in 
the vessel and the weight of the vessel itself. 

2. System vacuum and washing:  
Make a vacuum for at least 5 minutes
Fill the system with Nitrogen (OFDN) at 6 bar pressure (3 times)
Cut the line tubes at the compressor suction/discharge

3.Refrigerant charge

Measure carefully the amount of refrigerant filled in the 
system, in order to be sure to charge the same
quantity as originally charged by the cabinet 
producer (see cabinet label)

4kg R22

10kg 
R22

4kg 
R290

4kg 
R290

4. Electrical components
Use only original spare parts (encapsulated)

5. Closing the circuit
Close the Schrader valve with its nut (put sealing glue on
the threads). Optionally close the service tube with a Lokring
connection



Thank you.


